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Abstract. This chapter presents an “egocentric interaction paradigm” (EIP) centered on human agents rather than on the notion of user. More specifically, this paradigm is based on perception, action, intention and attention capabilities of human agents. Traditional and emerging interaction paradigms are typically related to specific computing environments, devices or human capabilities. The novelty of the proposed approach stems from aiming at developing a comprehensive and integrated theoretical approach, centered on individual human agents. Development in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has been closely related to the understanding and utilization of natural human skills and abilities. This work attempts to understand and model a human agent, and in particular their cognitive capabilities in facilitating HCI. The EIP is based on principles like situatedness and embodiment, the physical-virtual equity principle, and the proximity principle. A situative space model built upon our understanding of human cognition is described in detail, followed by our experience in exploring the egocentric interaction paradigm in the easy ADL home.

1 Introduction

The term Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) refers to the study of interaction between humans and computers. The scientific field of HCI has seen considerable advancements in the last 30 years, especially since the publication of Card, Moran,
and Newell’s *Psychology of Human Computer Interaction* [9] in 1983. Most of the research efforts in HCI attempt to make use of human skills and abilities that are naturally developed by leading a life in this physical world.

Initial interfaces were command-line interfaces where a user sits in front of a terminal screen, and enters a line specific command to perform specific tasks and wait for a reply. Only a part of the terminal screen real estate was used. Textual interfaces were an extension of the command-line interfaces where the entire terminal screen was used. Both these type of interfaces were developed based on the typewriter metaphor. The notion of *interactive loop* and *dialogue* were introduced and the interfaces made use of human skills and abilities in linguistics.

Graphical user interfaces (GUIs) [56] were introduced with an attempt to visualize abstract computational entities as virtual objects that could be directly manipulated. The attempt was not to simply replace words by icons, but to introduce a two-dimensionality space that mirrors a simplified model of the physical world inhabited by human agents. All that is important for a human agent was assumed to happen within the two-dimensional screen. Mouse was introduced to facilitate direct manipulation of virtual objects. GUIs lead the way towards the popular WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointers) interaction paradigm, an inherent part of desktop computing developed based on an office or desktop metaphor. Since the WIMP interaction paradigm is based on a simplified model of the physical world, it does not support the wide range of human abilities and skills exhibited by human agents in interactions within the physical world. The WIMP interaction paradigm is also restricted to office type of activities.

With the advancements in computer technology like processing power, memory, storage, communication and with the advent of novel sensors and actuators, research efforts began in pushing computers out of its desktop shell. At this juncture, there were two types of research efforts that began: 1) exploring the next-generation computer; and 2) exploring the next-generation human-computer interaction (HCI). The goal of this chapter is to address the next-generation human-computer interaction (post-WIMP interaction paradigms and approaches) by presenting a comprehensive and integrated theoretical approach, centered on individual human agent rather than on the notion of user. More specifically, the proposed egocentric interaction paradigm is based on perception, action, intention and attention capabilities and limitations of human agents. This chapter is structured as follows: section X.2 briefly describes the emerging interaction paradigms and approaches; section X.3 presents theories and architectures related to human cognition and focuses on a human agent’s perception, action, intention and attention capabilities; section X.4 described the egocentric interaction paradigm in detail with its basic principles and assumptions, a situative space model that acts as a cornerstone for the EIP, and an agent-centric architecture; section X.5 describes our experience in exploring the EIP within a smart home named as the easy ADL home; and section X.6 presents the conclusion.
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2 Post-WIMP Interaction Paradigms and Approaches

According to the concept of reality-virtuality (RV) continuum [44], there exists a continuous scale between completely physical environments populated with purely physical objects to completely virtual environments populated with purely virtual objects. The environments between these two extremes are populated with both physical and virtual objects with varying levels of augmentation. Mixed-reality environments are in the middle of the RV continuum containing both physical and virtual objects with equal augmentation. Physical objects for instance usually provide rich affordance and can be manipulated using natural human skills, while virtual objects being light-weight could for instance be instantly transported across large distances with ease. Mixed-reality environments attempt to reap the best of both the physical and the virtual world.

Exploring post-WIMP interaction paradigms fall between the reality-virtuality continuum. At one end of the continuum, a human agent is fully immersed into a computer-simulated artificial environment researched in the field of Virtual Reality [7]; and at the other end, a human agent is fully immersed within a physical environment augmented with many small, invisible computers embedded within physical objects researched in the field of ubiquitous computing [68]. Even though different computing environments introduce different HCI-related challenges, there are some HCI challenges that are more fundamental, centered on a human agent and probably are applicable to different computing environments. The egocentric interaction paradigm to be described in this chapter attempts to address such fundamental HCI challenges allowing room for complementary and more environment and device-specific research efforts to exist in parallel.

Research efforts in exploring post-WIMP HCI began by focusing on various human capabilities and skills commonly observable in the physical world. Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) [29] allows a human agent to directly interact with physical artifacts, instead of indirectly manipulating virtual objects using a mouse. The human agent is not restricted to two-dimensional virtual object manipulations, but could use their entire body in performing activities using physical artifacts (representing abstract computational entities) arranged in a three-dimensional space. TUIs are based on human abilities to grab and manipulate everyday objects in the physical world with ease.

Human agents communicate with other human agents using several modalities, often in parallel and in a natural manner. Modalities like speech, hand gestures, facial expressions, vocal emotions, etc. are more natural to a human agent in comparison to modalities like mouse and keyboard. Taking inspiration from such human-human interaction in the physical world, research efforts have focused on using gestures, hand posture and gaze [37]; facial expressions [17], vocal emotions [49], speech, and multiple modalities [31] in facilitating human interaction with digital information. Human emotions are used in affective user interfaces [28].
Perceptual user interfaces (PUIs) [66] are based on a human agent’s ability to perceive information. Even though human perception is common of many of the earlier mentioned HCI models, PUUs consider human expectations, limitations and possibilities of human perception and the semantic nature of human interactions. PUUs take advantage of both human and machine capabilities to sense, perceive and reason. The WIMP interaction paradigm assumes that a human agent spends all their attention on interaction with the desktop computer. However, human agents in a physical environment tend to attend to objects and events with varied levels of attention. This is because, human attention capabilities are limited in nature and this resource requires careful management. Attentive user interfaces (AUIs) [67] refer to computing interfaces that are sensitive to a human agent’s attention. AUIs attempt to measure and model human attention and use this information to structure their communication with the human agent.

Human agents interact within physical environments by considering their surrounding context, i.e. information that characterizes the human agents’ situations. The WIMP interaction paradigm ignores a human agent’s contextual information, assuming their situation to be always constant. However, such an assumption is not suitable for post-desktop computing environments. Context-aware computing [55] attempt to sense, recognize and infer contextual information, and use such information to enhance the human agent’s interaction with computing systems. Context includes a human agent’s location, activity, proximity to objects, etc. Human agents communicate rich amount of information implicitly in their interaction with other human agents. Contextual information could be considered as implicit input, i.e. input that is not directly intended to be provided to a computing system, thereby increasing the bandwidth of communication between humans and computers.

Human agents’ interaction within a physical environment is largely driven by their activities. The WIMP interaction paradigm is designed based on an application-centered or document-centered model suitable for specific tasks, but does not provide support for higher-level activities. Activity-based computing (ABC) [2] consider human activities as a starting point in facilitating human interaction with computing systems. ABC attempts to provide computational support at the activity level by aggregating resources required for individual activities. ABC supports parallel and interleaved activities, and their activity support is context-aware.

Human agents are embodied beings in nature, i.e. they have a physical body and are manifested in and of the everyday world. Embodiment is beyond physical embodiment. Human agents perform activities within a setting where the setting is not a mere background, but a fundamental and constituent component of the activities providing meaning and value to their activities. Embodied interaction [12] is based on the fundamental principle of embodiment, and considers the physical and social aspects of interaction.

Reality-based interaction (RBI) [30] attempts to provide a conceptual framework for the emerging trends in HCI. In particular, RBI attempts to focus on the following four themes relating to human agents: 1) Human agents possess common sense knowledge about the physical world in which they live; 2) Human agents are aware of their body within the physical world; 3) Human agents possess knowledge of skills for negotiating, manipulating, and interacting within the physical world; and 4) Human agents are aware of their body within the physical world.

Ego-centric Interaction Paradigms relating to a human agent’s ability to evaluate and refine its user interfaces, perceptual use interfaces, gesture user interfaces, and other aspects of a human agent. We will discuss the two contrasting interaction paradigms. Also, the EIP adds and needs to be complemented with other interaction paradigms. EIP has a broader scope in comparison to other interaction paradigms.

EIP considers the understanding and limitations from a cognitive perspective for facilitating human interaction with technology. However, human interaction with technology is not limited to the understanding of human agents alone. Embodied interaction is a human-centered perspective that considers the cognitive and social aspects of human agents’ behavior in the physical world.

3 Human Cognition

Understanding human cognitive processes is central to the design and implementation of human-computer interaction systems. Humans are unique in their ability to utilize the wide range of human capabilities in the design of intelligent systems. Understanding human cognition is important for the design of human-computer interaction systems.

3.1 Related Theories

According to the theory of Situated Cognition, human cognition is situated in the context of the social, cultural, or physical environment. Human actions are directly coupled with perception and action.
agents are aware of their body and possess skills to control and coordinate it in the physical world; 3) Human agents are aware of their surroundings and possess skills for negotiating, manipulating and navigating within their environment; and 4) Human agents are aware of other human agents in their environment and possess social skills for interacting with them. Reality-based interaction is quite general and perhaps somewhat vague on details.

Egocentric Interaction Paradigm (EIP) attempts to unify existing research findings relating to a human agent into a single theoretical framework with the possibility to evaluate and refine it. This is in contrast to similar efforts like in tangible user interfaces, perceptual user interfaces, attentive user interfaces, speech user interfaces, gesture user interfaces, etc. that attempts to focus on specific micro-aspects of a human agent. We are aware of the need to exchange research findings between the two contrasting styles of exploring suitable post-WIMP interaction paradigms. Also, the EIP addresses issues and challenges at the interaction level, and needs to be complemented by research efforts at the interface level. RBI and EI have a broader scope in comparison to the EIP, but the EIP is sharper and shares concrete models like the situative space model to be described in section 3.

EIP considers the understanding of a human agent, their cognition, capabilities and limitations from a cognitive science perspective and use it as a starting point for facilitating human interaction with computing systems. EIP is not technologically driven, however technological advancements are important both to improve the understanding of human agents, and also to use it for facilitating HCI. By taking a human-centered perspective on HCI, EIP is expected to withstand the series of technological advancements over time. EIP is based on a human agent’s perception and action capabilities, considered to be a starting point for a human agent’s behavior in the physical world. In this sense, the EIP is a by-product of basic research on human agents and is valid along the entire RV continuum.

3 Human Cognition

Understanding human cognition plays an important role in facilitating computer-mediated human activities. This introduces a need to develop models of human cognition for a domain like HCI. Such models are useful for two reasons: 1) to utilize the wide range of human cognitive capabilities and to support for their limitations; and 2) to create artificial agents that complement human agents.

3.1 Related Theories

According to the theory of Situated Cognition [6], human cognition cannot be separated from their context. Here the term context could be physical, activity, social, or cultural. Human thoughts and actions occur in situ, i.e. adapted to their situation. Human actions to a large extent are improvisatory and are executed by directly coupling perception and action. Situated cognition theory could be
considered as a complement to the traditional theories in cognition weighing upon the inferential processes of deliberation and planning. Situated cognition assumes that human knowledge has a dynamic aspect to it, and is formed based on a human agent’s interaction within an environment. Human knowledge is constructed in performing actions instead of viewing it as a stored artifact. Human agents are social beings by nature, whose knowledge is created by their active participation in this world and the meaning is created by their ability to actively participate in a meaningful way.

Embodied Cognition (EC) [70], similar to the theory of situated cognition emphasizes that cognition is more a situated activity that is actively constructed. The importance of environment and its role in the development of cognitive processes is also acknowledged by embodied cognition. According to EC, embodiment is a necessary condition for cognition, and it could be understood as a human agent’s perception-action capabilities that enable them to interact and survive in an environment. According to [10], human cognition cannot be viewed separately from their body and the surrounding environment. Human agents are embodied beings with a body that constrains the way the world appears to them and the way they interact in it. The world would not appear the same to all human agents and is dependent on the human agent’s perspective, which we call their egocentric perspective and their interaction in this world as egocentric interaction. A human agent’s egocentric perspective is dependent on their current activity, perception and action possibilities, and the environment in which the human agent is situated in. The point that human cognition is grounded on their physical and social characteristics and their embodied experience in the world differentiates embodied cognition from research in situated cognition, even though the two theories are closely related and complementary in nature.

According to the theory of Distributed Cognition (DC) [23], human cognition is not confined within an individual but is distributed among objects, tools and human agents in an environment. DC extends the boundary of analyzing cognition from an individual human agent to the environment as a whole, making it an interesting theory to consider in facilitating HCI within ambient intelligent environments. Since cognition is distributed, it may be distributed among a group of human agents resulting in emergent social interactions that are important to consider in understanding cognition. It is discussed as collective intelligence in [41]. Similarly, cognition could be distributed among physical objects, resulting in the “offloading” of information onto the environment and thereby creating a medium for social collaboration. Also, such objects in the environment could be seen as an extension of a human agent’s mind, playing an active role in driving the human agent’s cognitive process described by the concept of the extended mind [11]. Similar to embodied cognition, DC views the embodied nature of cognition, thereby considering the human body and the material environment among them to take a central role in understanding cognition. Human agents live in complex cultural environments resulting in strong relationship between culture and cognition. Human activities in the historic past has shaped human cultures of the present, which influences the way human agents create future human cultures.

Activity Theory [39] is widely used in HCI on aspects relevant to the analysis, regarding the motives and social contexts of the user, and from the notion of user to understanding the activities. Furthermore, activity theory is seen as EIP by including social and cultural aspects and is left for future work. Activity theory could be modeled using social environments wherein the hierarchy change in activities have an objective and is achieved by low-level operations and procedures.

According to ecological psychology, human cognition does not exist or act in isolation. Ubiquitous working relationships with objects emphasizes the influences of a human agent’s environment. Most of the above mentioned theories like ecological psychology emphasize the following: 1) the importance of the environment; 2) the importance of human agents and 3) the importance of viewing the social and the cultural context.

### 3.2 Cognitive Architectures

Cognitive architectures attempt to provide a comprehensive manner. The core of these architectures is the computer architecture [3]. Cognitive architectures address existing problems with traditional computer architectures. They attempt to address the limitations in cognitive psychology in human cognition was viewed to be seen as a processing environment. According to cognitive architectures, a cognitive processor is composed of a set of cognitive modules that interact to form a cognitive system. It views cognitive processing as a series of stages, including stimulus perception to cognitive aspects. Additionally, both cognitive and non-cognitive aspects of human perception and motor systems are taken into account, providing appropriate research attention. An example of a cognitive architecture is the situated agent, which is able to learn and adapt by human perception and motor behavior.
which influences the way human agents think and act leading to the emergence of future human cultures.

Activity Theory [39] is widely used as an analytical and evaluation framework in HCI on aspects relevant to EIP such as regarding activities as their unit of analysis, regarding the motives and needs of human agents, as well as the psychological and social contexts of their activities. It also shares premises such as shifting from the notion of user to the notion of agency, and the situatedness of human actions. Furthermore, activity theory could provide valuable insights into extending EIP by including social and cultural aspects, which is not addressed in this chapter and is left for future work. According to Activity Theory [39], a human agent’s activity could be modeled using a hierarchy of activity, actions and operations wherein the hierarchy changes dynamically according to the context. Human activities have an objective and could be split into goal directed actions that are achieved by low-level operations.

According to ecological psychology [20], understanding human cognition involves studying a human agent in their everyday environment. Human agents do not exist or act in isolation. Instead, they adapt themselves to establish a harmonious working relationship with their environment. Ecological psychology emphasizes the influences of a human agent’s situation on their behavior similar to earlier mentioned theories like situated cognition and embodied cognition. To summarize, most of the above mentioned theories on understanding human cognition emphasizes the following: 1) the importance of a human agent in their everyday environment; 2) the importance of a human agent’s situation and embodiment; and 3) the importance of viewing a human agent’s environment as a whole including the social and the cultural aspects integrated within it.

### 3.2 Cognitive Architectures

Cognitive architectures attempt to describe the structure of human cognition in a comprehensive manner. The term was coined by Newell based on his work on computer architecture [3]. Cognitive architectures in general are not developed to address existing problems within HCI, but to establish a wide range of theoretical concepts about human intelligence, their abilities and limitations. Research findings in cognitive psychology usually drive cognitive architectures. Traditionally, human cognition was viewed to be independent of a human body and its surrounding environment. According to the Model Human Processor [9], the human cognitive processor is composed of three modules namely perception, cognition and action. It views cognitive processing to be a cyclic and sequential process from stimulus perception to cognitive problem solving to response execution. Traditionally, both cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence have focused on the cognitive problem solving and performance aspects of the human agent. However, human perceptual and motor systems are complex in their own rights needing appropriate research attention. Also, it is likely that human cognition is constrained by human perception and motor capabilities, and the vice-versa. However, modern view of understanding human cognition focuses on the perceptual and the motor
aspects of a human agent. This is in line with the above mentioned cognitive science theories that stress the need to consider human agents as part of a complex system that includes their body and the surrounding environment.

SOAR [47] and ACT-R [1] incorporated some aspects of human perception and motor action within their cognitive architecture. ACT-R is based on a serial model of perception, cognition, and action, mainly suitable for human interaction with single computer displays and action possibilities that are limited to using a mouse and a keyboard. ICARUS [40] considers cognition to occur in physical contexts strongly grounded by human perception and action, there by giving importance to physical interaction. ICARUS describes cognitive behavior to occur in recognizing cycles where a set of perceived objects including their type, names and description are deposited in the perceptual buffer for matching against long-term conceptual definitions before executing actions. ICARUS stores knowledge in the form of concepts that describe environmental situations, and skills that describe the mechanism to achieve goals by decomposing them into sub goals. According to [38], human concepts in general are relational in nature and are described by their interactions among objects and events. ICARUS considers such a relational view of objects in describing concepts grounded in perception and skills grounded in executable actions.

EPIC [35] is another cognitive architecture that contains a comprehensive set of perceptual-motor mechanisms, but considers the cognitive mechanisms to play a peripheral role. EPIC is based on parallel processing of perception, cognition and action. EPIC is based on a simple production rule system that contains a set of production rules that translate preconditions into actions to attain certain post-conditions. Since EPIC does not handle conflict resolution, it allows all the productions that meet the preconditions to execute actions in parallel which is a limitation. ACT-R/PM [8] is an extension of ACT-R that considers the perceptual and motor mechanisms to be an integral part of its cognitive architecture, giving them an equal status with the cognitive aspects. ACT-R/PM comprises of features, especially its parallelism that allows for cognition in dynamic environments. ACT-R/PM is composed of a set of perceptual-motor modules that operate in parallel, and can handle situations that demand for high-performance. However, ACT-R/PM is restricted to accurately modeling human latency delays. HiTEC [22] is a cognitive architecture that includes not only perceptual and action-related information processing but also the interplay between perception and action. This allows for covering some known phenomena in cognitive psychology like Simon effect [57], action planning affects perceptual process [16] and the perceptual effect of action influences action execution [24] to be discussed in section 2.3.

Human emotions, their attitudes, and motivation play an important role in human actions. The importance of human affective experiences is considered in some cognitive architecture like CogAff [58] that attempts to support interaction between cognition and affect; and Emile [21] which considers an agent’s emotions in its action selection, while infers other agents’ emotions in selecting its dialogue choices. To summarize, modern cognitive architectures have acknowledged the importance of a human agent’s perception and action possibilities in modeling human cognition. Further, this is considered important in building human-like agents.

### 3.3 Perception and Action

Human perception is a process of sensation to produce meaning. It refers to the unprocessed raw data that is received by the senses: nose, tongue, or skin. Many models of human perception are based on the understanding of how our visual receptors and vision processes work to enable human perception.

As mentioned earlier, humans use their perceptions in order to understand the world around them. According to [57], the visual system is a key component of this perception system. The visual system includes the processes that enable humans to perceive the world around them.

Human agents are capable of this knowledge in action even in brain-imaging study [15]. As agents build up the desired effect from internally directed action. This also suggests that humans would also be capable of this behavior if the brain was not satisfied with the action taken. Based on perception, higher-level cognition might not require higher-level cognition and forming actions in varied contexts.

However, human actions are not the result of the action. Human environment play an important role in specifying actions. According to Gibson’s model, affordance is the possibility of other actions in relation to...
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human cognition. Further, the interplay between perception and action is also considered important in building a cognitive architecture.

### 3.3 Perception and Action

Human perception is a process that enables human agents to interpret and organize sensation to produce meaningful experience of the world [42]. Here, sensation refers to the unprocessed result of stimulation of sensory receptors in eyes, ears, nose, tongue, or skin. Many research efforts focus on visual perception for understanding human perception as a whole since 70% of human sensory receptors are visual receptors and vision engages 50% of human cortex. Human action is a process that enables human agents to execute their goals in the world.

As mentioned earlier, human perception and action are closely coupled. According to the theory of event coding [25], both the perceptual and the action processes share a common representational medium with bi-directional interaction between them. According to [57], Simon effect describes human tendency to react towards the location of the stimulus in performing response action even if the location cue is irrelevant to that action. According to [16], action planning can affect perceptual processes, which challenges the traditional view of sequential information flow from stimulus perception to action planning and execution. According to [16], action affects perception by creating a bias on the objects that are perceivable depending on their relationship to the ongoing or intended action. According to [25], object representation and action plan representation overlap to an extend depending on the features that are common between objects and action plans. Even in the absence of action execution, subjects scanned using fMRI showed highest activation in the premotor areas (areas involved during action) of the brain during the anticipation of perceptual events, thereby indicating it to be an action-relevant stimulus [54].

Human agents are capable of learning the perceptual effects of actions and use this knowledge in action execution [24]. Further evidence of this was in a brain-imaging study [15]. According to the “ideomotor principle” [32], human agents build up the desired effects of an action in mind before executing the goal-directed action. This also suggests that actions are goal-directed to an extent instead of considering them as mere responses to stimulus perception. Otherwise, it would also be difficult for a human agent to know if the performed action has actually satisfied their goal or not; and a stimulus-response agent that behaves purely based on perception might not be capable of making “intelligent” decisions which require higher-level cognition. Human agents realize their goals by actually performing actions in varied contextual conditions.

However, human actions are not fully pre-specified before the actual execution of the action. Human environment and the object upon which actions are directed play an important role in specifying certain parameters for the execution of an action. According to Gibson’s concept of affordance [20], an environment or an object affords the possibility of performing certain actions while not allowing for other actions in relation to the actor. Thus, action representations are not
completely internal within a human agent and some of the representations are actually distributed in the environment. Predictable action plans are usually internal and are complemented by environmental cues for a human agent to execute actions in varied contextual conditions. Apart from the physical effects of action, there is also an affective aspect to action. According to [65], actions yielding positive affective consequences are more likely to be executed in comparison to those with negative affective consequences.

For a human agent to achieve their goals by executing actions, the human agent should understand their current situation. Human agents not only perceive objects and events that are part of a situation, but also recognize them. Recognition is closely related to categorization and could be considered as the process of mapping objects, events, etc. to concepts or categories already known to a human agent. Recognition is in some sense being able to categorize objects and events into their respective type. Recognition is also closely related to perception in the sense that the output from perception is usually considered as an input for recognition, however some cognitive systems view them alike. Based on the recognition of objects and events, human agents could potentially examine their situation. The process of examination includes determining the states of objects and events; in the formation of new concepts by conscious observation and learning.

Recognition and examination of the situation, along with the perceptual effects of action in that situation influences a human agent’s decision to execute an action among alternative actions. Human agents execute action in an environment by selecting the objects that could potentially be acted-upon considering the environmental conditions and the objects’ relevance to their action goals. The selection process is followed by the manipulation process where the objects’ states are modified, even though some cognitive systems might view the two processes alike. The situative space model to be described in section X.4 includes processes like perception, recognition, examination, action, selection, and manipulation.

According to [20], human agents do not perceive and act in the entire world, but frame the world into an environment where they can survive through perception and action, constrained by their body. Human perception and action capabilities are framed by their body, which is used as a started point within the egocentric interaction paradigm. Human agents use multiple modalities to sense and act in an environment. Perception could be considered as an integration of the results from different modalities into a unified description of the environmental situation. Similarly a unified description of an action could be executed through several human modalities. Some models do not view perception and action as separate entities unlike the situative space model to be described in section X.4 where the division is considered pragmatic.

3.4 Attention and Intention

Human agents have limited processing resources for perceiving the world and acting within it. Human attention comes in as a filter that preferentially allocates processing resources to objects on the basis of the action depending on the human’s current attentional state. According to some theories [12], attention by extracting perceptual evidence of grouping under certain conditions [43] is necessary for attention.

Divided or peripheral attention is required for stimuli within the visual field. Such stimuli might be distractors. Such stimuli might be secondary to primary task attention or central attention within their visual field by the primary task relevant or might be primary task irrelevant.

Allocation of human attention [71]. Within an action context, human attentions are allocated to objects at two levels: 1) low-level objects.

Human intention refers to the way. Human agents possess the ability of observing their actions [4] and acting as their own action and estimating recognition to be an action. According to [34], action similarity in understanding action is needed understanding action into the human condition of dealing with the body and cognitive abilities, even within the human condition of dealing with the body and cognitive abilities, even within
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processing resources to objects and events that are important for perception and action depending on the human agent’s intentions and the activity context. According to some theories [13], human visual perception can take place without attention by extracting perceptual primitives from the environment. Experimental evidence of grouping under conditions of inattention was shown in [45]. However, according to [43] there is limited perceptual organization under conditions of inattention.

Divided or peripheral attention in human agents allows them to be aware of stimuli within their visual field without focusing their attention on the stimuli. Such stimuli might be distracting stimuli as in a visual-search scenario, or the stimuli might be secondary task relevant stimuli in a dual-task scenario. Full-
attention or central attention in human agents allows them to be aware of stimuli within their visual field by focusing their attention on the stimuli. Such stimuli might be primary task relevant stimuli in a dual-task scenario.

Allocation of human attention to a large extent is dependent on their current ac-
tion [71]. Within an action context, human attention considers a top-down approach in search of objects and events relevant to their action [26]. Outside the action context, human attention considers a bottom-up approach driven by the features of objects in the environment [50]. Thus, human attention could be modeled at two levels: 1) low-level object recognition; and 2) high-level human intention.

Human intention refers to a human agent’s mental determination to act in a cer-
tain way. Human agents possess the ability to infer other human agent’s intentions by observing their actions [4]. According to the simulation theory [18], a human agent A observing another human agent B’s action simulates the observed action as their own action and estimate the intentions for that action. Others consider inten-
tion recognition to be an inferential process by applying a “theory of mind” [5]. According to [34], action simulation and inferential mechanisms are complementary in understanding action intentions. Irrespective of the actual mechanisms behind understanding action intentions which has created a lot of debate in the last few years, human intentions play an important role in perception, action and allocating attention.

4 Egocentric Interaction Paradigm

Egocentric Interaction Paradigm is a human-centered interaction paradigm based on a human agent’s perception, action, attention and intention capabilities (and limitations). The term “egocentric” has been chosen to signal that it is the human body and mind of a specific human individual that acts as centre of reference to which all interaction modeling is anchored. In the context of this article, the term should not be taken to refer to selfishness or other personality traits but to the basic human condition of dealing with the world based on their own senses, actions and cognitive abilities, even when working in groups and with shared goals.
4.1 Basic Principles and Assumptions

Within the egocentric interaction paradigm (EIP), the term “human agent” is used instead of the term “user” for several reasons. The EIP models interaction occurring between a specific human being and potentially several interactive devices at the same time, as well as the interaction between the human being and the physical environment. In such a wide-ranging variety of interactive situations, it is more natural to regard the modeled individual as an agent in a physical-virtual environment (created by augmenting a physical environment with virtual objects) rather than a user of it. This shift in terminology, from “user” to “human agent” is also a consequence of letting go of “the application” as the tacit focus: applications are “used” by someone and the “user” is defined by the artifact, whereas human agents do actions and are engaged in activities that typically involve a number of objects.

4.1.1 Different from Classical User-Centered Approaches

The EIP is very much centered on the human agent not only in the sense that interaction design should bow to the human agent’s needs and preferences, should ultimately be a servant of the human agent, but in the sense that the human agent should be understood as being in the (moving) center of the world. This distinguishes the egocentric interaction paradigm from earlier “user-centered” approaches in HCI, such as, user-centered design [48], which largely ignored a human agent’s current bodily situation (because it would have been fixed by the stationary computer system anyway), the egocentric interaction paradigm acknowledges the primacy of the human agent’s current bodily situation in the environment at each point in time in guiding and constraining the human agent’s behavior (which is precisely what “egocentric” refers to). It assumes that the whole environment is taken into consideration, not just a single targeted artifact or system. It makes the assumption that proximity plays a fundamental role in determining what can be done, what events signify, and what the human agent is up to. It seriously considers mobility and takes into account the human agent’s more or less constant movements of head, arms, hands, and body, locally and through the environment, as well as the human agent’s constant rearrangements and modifications of various parts of the environment. It is neither mainly oriented towards the interaction with “virtual,” immaterial data objects (classical HCI), nor predominantly towards the interaction with physical objects and machines (classical ergonomics and HMI), but pays equal attention to virtual and physical objects, circumstances, and human agents, and their interrelations. It recognizes that the human agent typically will have multiple ongoing activities at the same time, some of which may have little relation to each other, and that activities are started, put on hold, interrupted, resumed, and finished in a never ceasing flow. It makes no pretense and no tacit assumption that the system or the human agent has full information of the situation, because situations are in principle open-ended and ever changing. It should be noted that there were and still are user-centered approaches to interaction design that do take some (but never quite all) of these factors into account, a prime example being approaches focused on making the environment adapt to the user, and on basically unprogrammable and uncontrolled systems. Circumstances where interactive devices have to change a lot more fast, interaction paradigms are more and more often used.

4.1.2 Situatedness: The View from Nowhere

The following is a common sense for the situatedness of human beings. It is obvious that human beings have a view on the world; before any other perspective can be considered, it is the hard-to-acquire unlocated subjective (“the view from nowhere”) [49] of an agent with limited cognitive and physical capabilities. Human beings have access to the world through specific sensory receptors. The human agent has a specific embodied character (head, arms, hands, and body) and is generally moving around, oriented and directed at any particular time in selecting which actions to execute. It also has a focus for information extraction. The environment is the world that has details that are relevant for the agent at any particular time.

To control your actions and to be able to perceive the part of the environment it is helpful to be situated. Vice-versa, to perceive the environment it is helpful to be situated and the parts you current information extraction. The environment is the world that has details that are relevant for the agent at any particular time.

Human agents are where they want to do something that can be hard that they can do. They want to be somewhere, and they want to do something that can be hard that they can do. They want to do what is the longer and follow to reach their goal, actions, their current situation and their environment guide their next actions that can be hard that they can do.
account, a prime example being participatory design [14]. However, these approaches are focused on methods and ideals for the design and development of process, and on basically work-oriented and fixed, well-defined and stable tailormade systems. Circumstances have changed.

We also note that whereas interaction paradigms that are centered on interaction devices will have to change frequently to keep pace with new technological advancements, interaction paradigms that are human-centric like the egocentric interaction paradigm are more stable over time: basic human characteristics change only very slowly.

4.1.2 Situatedness: The View from Here

The following is a commonsensical summary of what we take to be the essence of the situatedness of human agents with regard to interactions and activities. It is obvious that human beings have a self-centered perspective on their environment before any other perspective, such as second person perspective or some very-hard to acquire unlocated subspecie-aeternitatis perspective that science aspires to ("the view from nowhere" [46]). The world is so large and so rich in details that any agent with limited cognitive capacity must necessarily narrow its focus in such a manner. Human beings have physical bodies that are located at a single particular place and oriented together with their limbs and sense organs in particular directions at any particular time. That gives them a natural primary vantage point for selecting which details and aspects to attend to: the view from here, which a particular embodied agent can perceive given its current bodily situation in the world. It also gives them a focus for actions: anything they can do is limited by what is within their reach given their current bodily situation in the world.

To control your actions and the effects of your actions it is particularly helpful to be able to perceive the part of the environment in which you are acting and affecting. Vice-versa, to perceive, to pick up information from a certain part of the environment it is helpful to be able to do actions that change your angle of perception and the parts you currently perceive because that can assist and improve the information extraction. Natural agents are usually concerned about aspects and details of the world that have relevance for themselves, and naturally perform actions that are relevant for their own existence and relation to the environment.

Human agents are where they are, and that determines what they can do. If they want to do something that cannot be done right here right now, they will have to do something about it, and they will always have to do that starting from their very situation here and now. By doing things with what is within their reach, by moving themselves in the world, and by moving other objects in the world, they can change what they can do. The further removed from the current situation what they want to do is, the longer chains of action they need to be able to contemplate and follow to reach their goal. To their advantage, at each point in a long chain of actions, their current situation in the world, what they currently perceive, can help them recall and guide their next action; they may also be able to specifically arrange the environment around them and their relation to it so that their situational
guidance through the process is improved. This being so, it also follows that the trajectory of a human body through space-time and the trail of environmental events and changes in its close vicinity may reveal a lot about which goals and intentions are on this human's mind, and which activities are being carried out. Epistemic operations, i.e., physical operations performed to facilitate cognition rather than to further physical progress towards some external goal [36], may offer particularly transparent access into the mind of the human agent. Epistemic operations make cognition transparent by instantiating (partially) external cognition in the sense of the extended-mind hypothesis [11]. They are transparent also in the practical sense of being within the scope of current tracking technology, just as other physical operations are.

The view-from-here perspective means that all information about the environment that is picked up by the human agent derives from information converging on the body and modulated by the point of view of the body wherever it is situated; and that all actions, all effects on the environment produced by the human agent have their starting point in the body and are modulated by the angle of approach of the body wherever it is situated. Most human activities involve the handling of a number of objects and actions to make them available (locomotion, object transportation) in certain sequences and patterns that are appropriate for the objective of the activity. Human agents involved in a particular activity are at each moment guided in their actions by the array of objects in their immediate proximity, at the same time as some of their actions serve to or has as a side effect to change the array of objects in their immediate proximity. We may count on a general human tendency to minimize the effort spent, physical as well as cognitive. At any point in time, objects that are close are likely to be or become relevant for an ongoing or near future activity and objects that are relevant for an ongoing activity are likely to be or become close.

4.1.3 The Physical-Virtual Equity Principle

The EIP differs from traditional interaction paradigms in explicitly ignoring the input and output devices of interactive computers such as keyboards and displays of PCs and cellular phones, considering them as more or less transparent mediators for accessing virtual objects. Mediators include sensors, actuators, input devices, output devices, user interface software, context recognizer, etc., that act as tools for providing human agents the access to virtual objects. Taking such a stance permits the modeling of physical and virtual objects as if they were situated in the same physical space, which is advantageous when modeling applications for ambient intelligent environments where the interaction complexity vastly surpasses what can be sufficiently described using a classical human-computer interaction dialogue model. We do recognize the inherent differences between physical and virtual objects [51]: our goal is not to make them resemble each other as much as possible. Designing virtual objects and their environments as an exact copy of the physical objects and their environments removes the inherent advantages of being virtual (or digital). For instance, it is easier and cheaper to transport a virtual object across space or to EIP, we propose an approach located and complement each interaction paradigm associated with such an association is more environment interaction. The and virtual objects upon better modeling of mixed-reality with findings in psychology if racket or a computing device) on (whether it is a tennis ball the tool (such as the handle of a device) itself.

4.1.4 Perception and Action

One of the strengths of the device interface is to relieve the burden of the virtual world. These can be substituted with something more natural. Also, the concepts of device interfaces, while the agent's interface to the environment, involve a stronger perception and input. Action is often in physical everyday activities (open a refrigerator door) or opening the refrigerator door (e.g., to see what is in the refrigerator) to manipulate, an laws of physics. The tradition time when interaction typical actions, still have a bias toward vided to a device that processes action are inter-coupled and involve several distinct sources time, and multiple activities are a dent of each other.

4.2 Situative Space Mode

The situative space model (SSM) human agent can perceive and no
is being so, it also follows that the same and the trail of environmental influences a lot about which goals and interactions are being carried out. Epistemic operators performed to facilitate cognition of some external goal [36], may offer the human agent. Epistemic operator (partially) external cognition in [1]. They are transparent also in the currently tracking technology, just as all information about the environment and the actual environment produced by the human are modulated by the angle of approach. Most human activities involve the make them available (locomotion, patterns that are appropriate for the in a particular activity are at each objects in their immediate proximity to or has as a side effect to proximity. We may count on a general physical as well as cognitive. At any time to be or become relevant for an are relevant for an ongoing activity a virtual object across space compared to transporting physical objects. Within the EIP, we propose an approach where physical objects and virtual objects are co-located and complement each other with their inherent properties. Traditional interaction paradigms associate virtual objects to specific devices, while within EIP such an association is more dynamic and is often avoided in modeling human–environment interaction. The point with physical–virtual equity is to handle physical and virtual objects uniformly on a high level of abstraction in order to enable better modeling of mixed-reality situations. Furthermore, such a view aligns well with findings in psychology indicating that expert users of tools (whether a tennis racket or a computing device) tend to focus on the domain object they are working on (whether it is a tennis ball or an email) and become less aware of the details of the tool (such as the handle of the tennis racket or the workings of a particular input device) itself.

4.1.4 Perception and Action Instead of Input and Output

One of the strengths of the direct manipulation mechanism [56] widely deployed in user interfaces for changing the state of virtual objects, is the fact that it makes the strong relationship between manipulation and perception prevail also in many parts of the virtual world. The classical HCI concepts of input and output need to be substituted with something that works both for physical and virtual object manipulation. Also, the concepts of input and output are device-centric and refer to device interfaces, while the EIP needs to use concepts that refer to a human agent’s interface to the environment (i.e., a human agent’s input and output). Hence, the concepts of perception and action replace the traditional concepts of input and output. Action is often inseparable from or intertwined with perception in physical everyday activities. One cannot change the state of an object (e.g., open a refrigerator door) without perceiving feedback (e.g., tactile feedback while opening the refrigerator door). Conversely, perception needs support of action (e.g., to see what is in the refrigerator, the door must be opened). This tight coupling between action and perception is the result of the way objects are designed, how we manipulate them, and how the manipulation process interplays with the laws of physics. The traditional concepts of input and output, stemming from a time when interaction typically was in terms of exchanges of language expressions, still have a bias towards a turn-taking approach where first an input is provided to a device that processes it and provides an output, whereas perception and action are inter-coupled and take place in parallel. One activity may typically involve several distinct sources (for perception) and targets (for action) at the same time, and multiple activities are often going on in parallel, more or less independent of each other.

4.2 Situative Space Model

The situative space model (SSM) [52] is intended to capture what a specific human agent can perceive and not perceive, affect and not affect at a given moment.
in time. This model is for the emerging egocentric interaction paradigm what the virtual desktop is for the PC/WIMP (Window, Icon, Menu, and Pointing device) interaction paradigm: more or less everything of interest to a specific human agent is assumed to, and supposed to, happen here.

The situative space model is inspired by the proximity principle which makes the assumption that proximity plays a fundamental role in determining what can be done, what events signify, and what human agents are up to. The proximity principle [33] states that things that are close tend to matter; and things that matter tend to be(come) close. Objects (and other human agents, circumstances) that are close to the human agent tend to matter in the sense that they have a fair chance of getting the agent’s attention and figure in the human agent’s current cognitive processes and activities.

The proposed SSM is human agent-centered and varies continuously with the human agent’s movement of body and body parts. Operational definition of the components of this model is as follows (also refer to Fig. 1):

- **World Space (WS):** A space containing the set of all physical and virtual objects to be part of a specific situative space model.
- **Perception Space (PS):** The part of the space around the human agent that can be perceived at each moment. Perception Space can be given a simple geometrical interpretation like a cone in the case of vision (refer to Fig. 1) as a rough approximation. Objects may occlude other objects and thus create (temporary) holes in the space.
- **Recognizable Set (RS):** The set of objects currently within Perception Space that are within their recognition distances, i.e. it is possible for a human agent to recognize what type of objects they are.
- **Examinable Set (ES):** The set of objects currently within Perception Space that are within their examination distances, i.e. it is possible for the human agent to not only recognize the objects but also their states. Normally, we expect the Examinable Set to be a proper subset of the Recognizable Set.
- **Action Space (AS):** The part of the space around the human agent that is currently accessible through the human agent’s actions. Objects within this space can be directly acted on. The outer range limit is basically determined by the physical or virtual reach of the human agent, but obviously depends qualitatively also on the type of action and the properties of objects involved; e.g., a reachable object may be too heavy to handle with outstretched arms. Since many actions require perception to be efficient or even effective at all, Action Space is qualitatively affected also by the current shape of Perception Space.
- **Selected Set (SS):** The set of objects currently being physically or virtually handled (touched, gripped; or selected in the virtual sense) by the human agent.
- **Manipulated Set (MS):** The set of objects whose states (external as well as internal) are currently in the process of being changed by the human agent. Normally, we expect the Manipulated Set to be a subset of the Selected Set.
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Fig. 1 A geometrical representation of the situative space model, and its association to human attention and intention (in terms of activity and action context) represented in set theory notations.

4.3 Associating the Situative Space Model to Human Intention and Attention

Associating the situative space model to human intention and attention (refer to Fig. 1) is useful in facilitating a human agent’s interaction with post-desktop computing systems. Keeping track of all the objects (physical objects and computer-generated virtual objects) within a human agent’s perception and action space can be cognitively expensive for a human agent. We assume that a human agent scans the perception and action space to find objects that are relevant for their intentions.
The term intention might have several interpretations, but we focus on human intentions that are possible to infer from recognition of the accompanying activities. An important feature of the egocentric interaction paradigm is to unobtrusively sense and infer human intentions (activity and action context) and adapt a human agent’s interaction experience with post-desktop computing environments. Human activities and actions can be modeled and recognized by keeping track of the changes in the content of the situative space over time [64, 60], while their operations could be tracked by capturing the events that occur within the selected set and the manipulated set [59] which are part of a human agent’s action space.

Since the situative spaces are described in terms of physical and virtual objects, relationships between individual objects and their association to individual human activities and actions can be established. Such an association can be achieved in at least two ways. One approach is to empirically collect data by observing human activities and their relationship to objects. Activity recognition systems based on a human agent’s interaction with objects usually possess techniques for automatically collecting empirical data about an object’s association to individual activities. Another approach is more a top-down approach based on the artifact designers’ assumption of the activities for which individual objects are designed. With the initiatives like the Internet of Things [19], everyday object manufacturers (linked to physical objects) and computing application developers (linked to virtual objects) are more likely to maintain online information about their manufactured or developed objects’ association to human activities and their usage context. Challenges like standardization, maintaining up-to-date information, etc. are to be solved as part of this approach.

By modeling and recognizing human activities and actions, one could distinguish intentional operations from unintentional operations (which could be regarded as noise) that are common in real-world scenarios. Also the higher-level knowledge about the human agent’s current intentions enable filtering out activity irrelevant virtual objects from being present within the human agent’s perception and action spaces, to reduce their attention and cognitive requirements. Such higher-level knowledge could also be considered as implicit input [53] to improve a human agent’s communication bandwidth with computing applications.

Human attention is an important and scarce resource. Post-desktop model of computing might include many computers trying to interact with a human agent in parallel as with Mark Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing [68]. In such situations it is important not to overload a human agent’s attentive and cognitive capabilities. Human agents use different levels of attention within the perception and action spaces. The different levels of attention include no attention, peripheral attention, central attention and agent response. The benefit of considering a human agent’s peripheral attention is due to the fact that human agents could perceive a lot of information through peripheral attention without disturbing their limited central attention capabilities. Such a pragmatic view of a human agent’s attention provides the possibilities of seamlessly moving virtual objects between the center and periphery of human attention [69].

In a smart home context, environment) to be described a human agent’s situative space agents could directly manipulate spaces and to complement within the situative spaces a manager to be described in physical environment and the situative space with the robots that might bring and pick up objects are usually sensed to determine used for managing a human make use of the physical objects dependent on the objects in the attention, while other might not. An attempt to pragmatically architecture follow (bottom-up approach) systems.

In Fig. 1, the various levels of spaces within the situative space are

- **Objects in the world space**
  - no attention.

- **Objects in the perception set demand peripheral attention**

- **Objects in the recognizable demand agent response, i.e. to**

- **Objects in the selected and assumed to demand central attention**

Human attention is also differently associated with the human occupying a human agent’s activity context. Similarly, objects outside a better chance of occurring a human action and the object is push response is required and the object requires peripheral attention; demand peripheral attention space, but outside the recognition process.

- **Objects outside a human action**
  - demand peripheral attention space.
In a smart home context (one potential example of a post-desktop computing environment) to be described in section X.5, virtual objects could be positioned in a human agent's situative spaces using a mixed-initiative approach [27]. Human agents could directly manipulate virtual objects and position them within the situative spaces and to complement it, virtual objects could be automatically positioned within the situative spaces through artificial software agents like the interaction manager to be described in the next section. Physical objects usually exist in a physical environment and are usually not required to be artificially positioned in the situative space with the exception of having artificial physical agents like robots that might bring and position physical objects. Instead, the physical objects are usually sensed to determine their position in the situative spaces which are used for managing a human agent's interaction with computing applications that make use of the physical objects and their context. Human attention to an extent is dependent on the objects in the situative spaces. Some object might grab human attention, while other might reside peacefully in the periphery of human attention. An attempt to pragmatically associate human attention to the situative spaces is as follows (bottom-up approach). The association is more of a rule of thumb for cognitive systems.

In Fig. 1, the various levels of human attention are mapped to different sets and spaces within the situative space model.

- **Objects in the world space**, but outside the perception and action space demand no attention.
- **Objects in the perception space**, but outside the recognizable and examinable set demand peripheral attention.
- **Objects in the recognizable and examinable set** demand central attention.
- **Objects in the action space**, but outside the selected and manipulated set demand agent response, i.e. to manipulate them (physically and/or virtually).
- **Objects in the selected and manipulated set** are already being acted upon and is assumed to demand central attention.

Human attention is also dependent on human intentions. An object that is currently associated with the human agent's current activity has a better chance of occupying a human agent's peripheral attention than objects that are outside the activity context. Similarly, objects associated with the human agent's current action have a better chance of occupying a human agent’s central attention. Refer to Fig. 1. An attempt to pragmatically associate human intention to the situative spaces is as follows (top-down approach):

- **Objects outside a human agent's activity and action context** demand no attention and the object is pushed outside the perception space; and no agent response is required and the object is pushed outside the action space.
- **Objects within a human agent's activity context, but outside the action context** demand peripheral attention and the object is pushed inside the perception space, but outside the recognizable and examinable set; and agent response is
required and the object is positioned in the action space but outside the selected and the manipulated set.

- **Objects within the activity and the action context** demand central attention and the object is pushed inside the recognizable and/or the examinable sets; and agent response is required and the object is positioned in the action space but outside the selected and the manipulated set.

5 The Easy ADL Home

The easy ADL home is a smart home that is built to explore the egocentric interaction paradigm. The first prototype of the easy ADL home [62] was simulated in an immersive virtual-reality (VR) setup where sensors, actuators, interactive devices, physical objects and virtual objects were simulated to focus on the conceptual and the algorithmic parts of the easy ADL home. The second prototype of the easy ADL home [63] was physically constructed as a living laboratory to focus on the technological aspects and to explore the EIP within everyday physical and social context. The easy ADL home is a 54 m² apartment intended for providing ADL (Activities of Daily Living) support for single occupants, thereby keeping the exploration setup simple and avoids the challenges inherent in multi-occupant environments.

The easy ADL home is based on agent-centric (human agent) architecture that considers both a top-down and a bottom-up approach as shown in Fig. 2. A human agent perceives information in the perception space, and acts in the action space that is bound to physical, social and cultural context. The attention filter is a concept of a filter indicating that human agents use different levels of attention within

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2** An agent-centric architecture for facilitating egocentric interaction in the easy ADL home.
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the perception and action spaces assumed to drive them in actions. The interaction management of a human agent’s perception, actions is considered by access to virtual objects within the easy ADL home’s challenge and interaction with the virtual objects within

- **Situative Space Tracking** projects in a human agent’s awareness. A wireless-LAN is used to capture physical objects within the perception space, action spase (perceived in [64], while using a channel for activity and action systems use parallel everyday physical activities in the immersive virtual

- **Interaction Management** human agent’s interaction situative spaces and recognize the interaction manager present virtual objects within applications or the developed following the proposed in detail account of the setting. A typical example human intention to the situation manager is also resituated and computing applied

6 Discussion and Conclude

The proposed egocentric interaction and in particular their cognit
the perception and action spaces. A human agent’s intention and their situation are assumed to drive them in performing activities within the perception and the action spaces. The interaction manager is an artificial agent responsible for efficient management of a human agent’s interaction with computing applications. A human agent’s perception, action, intention and attention capabilities (and limitations) are considered by the interaction manager in presenting and providing access to virtual objects within the human agent’s situative spaces. We have addressed three challenges that are important for facilitating egocentric interaction within the easy ADL home namely: situative space tracking, activity and action recognition, and interaction management.

- **Situative Space Tracking**: Tracking physical objects, mediators and virtual objects in a human agent’s situative spaces is achieved using several technologies. A wireless-LAN signal-strength-based situative space tracking system is used to capture physical objects and mediators (that provide access to virtual objects) within the perception space, action space and recognizable set [59]. A wireless sensor network using ZigBee protocol is used to track the physical objects within the selected and manipulated sets [61], while 3-axis accelerometer-based hand gesture recognition and speech recognition is used to track the virtual objects within the selected and manipulated sets [52].

- **Activity and Action Recognition**: Tracking human activities and actions using the perception space, action space and selected set as input information channels is described in [64], while using the selected and manipulated sets as input information channel for activity and action recognition is described in [60]. Both the recognition systems use parallel Hidden-Markov Models to model human activities. Everyday physical activities like preparing pasta, doing the dishes, etc. are recognized in the immersive virtual-reality simulated easy ADL home.

- **Interaction Management**: A mixed-initiative approach is taken in managing a human agent’s interaction with computing applications. Based on tracking the situative spaces and recognizing the human agent’s activity and action context, the interaction manager attempts to decide on if, when, where and how to present virtual objects within the situative spaces as requested by the computing applications or the human agent. A rule-based interaction manager is developed following the principles and assumptions of egocentric interaction. A detailed account of the session rules are beyond the scope of this chapter, however a typical example of the rules include pragmatically associating human intention to the situative spaces described in section X.4.3. The interaction manager is also responsible for handling conflicts between human initiated and computing application initiated sessions.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

The proposed egocentric interaction paradigm (EIP) is centered on a human agent and in particular their cognition. This introduces two types of challenges: 1) to
build theoretical models of a human agent and their cognition; and 2) to develop technologies that can accurately sense, recognize and model aspects of a human agent and their cognition.

The EIP is intended for everyday environments that could be occupied by multiple human agents. The proposed situative space model should be extended along the following dimensions: a) to consider social and cultural aspects of a human agent; b) to be a part of a network of situative spaces formed by multiple occupants of an everyday environment. Such a network might include situative spaces that are shared among multiple human agents useful in facilitating collaborative activities; and c) to include spatial relationship among objects within the situative spaces as it plays an important role in human behavior. The assumptions upon which the egocentric interaction paradigm is developed might not be valid in some situations, even though they are useful for most situations. For instance, the proximity principle that is used in operationalizing the situative space model might conflict in situations where a far-away object might be more important than the ones that are closer to the human agent. Such exceptions should be explored and handled in the future.

The EIP is dependent on technical and technological advancements. Accurate sensing of the situative spaces in everyday environments subject to noise, sensor failures and dynamic changes to the situative spaces is an important challenge to address. Modeling and recognizing activities in the real world is another important challenge to address. Human activities are usually performed with variations; they change over time, and are often interleaved with other parallel activities. Human activities might take place in a mobile context, and get constantly interrupted and resumed without noticeable events that signify it. Also, multiple human agents might perform group activities, or attempt to share resources in performing their individual activities resulting in conflicts. Accurate and fine-grained activity recognition at the action level is important for facilitating egocentric interaction. Presenting and providing access to virtual objects within the situative spaces is dependent on the available mediators within the respective situative spaces. Different environments might have varied riches in the quantity and quality of available mediators and the interaction manager should handle even the worst situations where limited mediators are available for enabling a human agent's interaction with computing applications. The current rule-based approach is just one solution, while better and more adaptive approaches could be explored in the future. Further work is required not only from a technological perspective, but also in designing experiments so as to ecologically validate the sensor technologies, the recognition algorithms, and the concepts that form a theoretical base for the emerging egocentric interaction paradigm.

To conclude, the egocentric interaction paradigm has its foundations on a human agent and their cognition, and is expected to withstand (and benefit out of) the technological advancements in evolving as a suitable interaction paradigm for post-desktop computing environments.
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1 Introduction

Journalists and editors work as much background and context into a story or event. They have to keep abreast of events that are happening and be able to record what aspects of the situation are most important.

Often, times, their work involves piecing together narratives of the same event from multiple perspectives. For example, news stories about natural disasters, such as people, places, and events, information that will provide context and background for the news story they are working on.

Journalists, and readers into news content. The amount of news content is virtually, an infinite number of stories, and topics of interest.

The journalist’s task is to select one story to tell the story in a way that is both interesting and informative. Francisco Iacobelli · Larry Birnbaum
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